This book gathers the process, the thinking, the evolution, the creation of what
I have been working on during the “Corporate Identity” class of the summer
semester 2016.
During this class, our teacher Emily Smith challenged us to develop a corporated
identity for a place that is actually not supposed to be corporated. We have
been asked to work on the case of the Tempelhofer feld, an abandoned airport
that has been turned in the biggest park of Berlin. Beginning from scratch,
we had the possibility to work on a specific part of the park such as a sport
department, a signage system or even a gift shop. The starting point of the
project was free of choice.
I felt more interested and challenged by actually trying to rethink the whole
identity as well as the use of this unique place that I called the THF NATION.
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For every project that I work on, big or small, the research part is always a
must. It helps me to gather as much informations, stories, memories, feelings,
perceptions, point of views as possible on the given topic.
For this particularly project I went couple times on site to get a deeper
understanding of the park and their users. Some historical research were also
really important because of the special past of this place.
Trying to understand what was the pros and cons of the Tempelhofer feld
helped me to build a strong foundation base for the development of my
project.
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HISTORICAL
_ Officially designated as an airport on October 8th
1923 ( 380 hectares )
_ 1926 Deutsche Luft Hansa founded in Tempelhof
_ Prisoner camp during WWII
_ 1948-1949, Cold war, used for the “Air-lift” to
supply West-Berlin
_ Airport closed on October 30th 2008
_ Reopening as a park on Mai 8th 2010
_May 2014, 65 percent voted against the
development plans proposed by the city-state of
Berlin
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ON-SITE
For my research on site, I raised questions that
definitely helped me to bring my project on point.
.Which kind of feelings do we get in the park?
.What are the key observations ?
.How the park is used by the people ?
.What kind of infrastructure already exist ?
.How people would perceive the “rebranding” of
the park?
Also having discussions with Berliners from different
ages and social background, about their perception
on the past and the future of the park was also
a benefit in the creation of an identity that would
suit the most.
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space

.Openness
.Breathe
.Different areas
.Sens of freedom

.Sens of lostness
.Difficulties to relate to space
.Difficulties of movement
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nature

.Green / Eco
.Sensitivity / Care
.Preserved space

.Lack of diversity
.Preserved space are
unaccessible
.Impossibility to build or dig
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people / communities

.Diversity
.Sports
.Culture
.Wellness

.No centralization
.Lack of interactions
.Lack of communication
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existing structures / designs

.Simplicity
.Discretion
.Not controlling the people

.Lack of communication
.Poorly done
.Fear of too much “corporation”?
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Centralize & Involve Communities In the Park Activities
Tempelhofer Feld is a unique place that gives a gigantic breath to it’s citizens.
A place for people, that should be made by the people. It gathers a wide range
of activities, from sports to culture, nature to wellness, meditation to political
discussion. And yet, nothing seems to work together. We need, through the
help of an adapted design system, to bring back a sense of community, while
preserving the authenticity of the space. We want to get people involved
in the future of the park. They should be actors in it’s development.
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In this project, the idea was to create an identity that would help people
feeling that they belong to an organization where they are in charge of it’s
development. This brought me to think beyond a pure graphic design strategy
with a main logo and his different applications.
The project gathered also urban planing, social studies and a whole identity
system that would not make people feeling “controlled”.
I focused on building an identity that would include the park as
a whole but would also be flexible to suit to fields / activities of the park.
Users of the park get the feeling to belong to a whole but also to a certain
community of persons that share the same interest.
I went through different steps such as a logo system, a customised typeface,
color codes and more that I am going to explain in details in this chapter.
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CONCEPT
To bring the concept on point, the help of diagrams
or word clouds was the first step before any
sketches or graphic creation.
Gathering a vocabulary for the project on
a large scale first and refining it until getting my
main touch-points was an important step
in the development.
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Meeting points
What was the most needed for the
park and the people was actually a
place where they could meet, discuss,
exchange, rest or even repair their sports
equipments if needed.
The meeting points are places in the
park where people are able to do that.
Different meeting points for different
field of actions is the starting point for
the growth of the communities.
Those meeting point are made of
upcycling materials and are flexible.
Communities are in charge and
responsible for it’s use and development,
based on share and trust, like it is
functioning since years in the shared
garden section of the park.
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IDENTITY IDEATION
This was the step where after all the research part
and finding the concept, I had to bring it on the
visual level.
Early sketches where made in order to find a visual
language that would be both appealing and create
a system that would serve all kind of the park’s users.
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Typeface
The Design of a typeface for the main
typographic elements of the park was
to me what would create the visual
identity of the park.
I shaped an analog uppercase font of
the Frutiger LT pro in a stencil style.
Frutiger has been developed in 1968
for the sign and directional system of
the Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris
which makes it more than adapted for
the system of an abandoned airport.
The stencil approach brings a more
human centered look and gives as
well this feeling of belonging to an
alternative institution. It is also easy for
non-designers to produce typographic
elements through real stencil made
especially for them.
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+
Logo
The design of the logo went through
a loooong way.
Weeks after weeks, critics after critics,
testing after testing, refinement after
refinement this is what at the end
set the system for the Identity of the
Tempelhofer feld.
Originally I based my design on the
communication tower’s sphere, placed
in the building section of Tempelhof,
combined with the shape of the park
from a sky-view. It will then be reduced
through the development.
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Colors
Early color scheme were based on
natural hues found in the Tempelhofer
feld environment such as the sky, the
grass, the ground...
The idea was to bring the design in
a more integrated way that would
dissolve itself in the landscape,
like a camouflage.
Each color tones would be assign
to one of the field of the park.
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System
The application of the logo, typeface
& colors is used in a system manner.
It ables the identity of the park to be
expended in a more playful way.
We use the different triangular shapes
of the logo as symbols for the identity
too.
The identity is then flexible but still
strongly recognizable.
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1st presentation
For the first presentation I decided to
build up a panel where I would present
my project on. This was a panel made
from old pallets found in the yard of
the school. This little extra made me
understand the importance of HOW
to make a presentation to peers,
professionals or clients.
It also help people to really understand
the up-cycling factor of the project.
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After we did the first presentation of our projects at mid semester, it was then
time to take a step back and make a deeper analyze of the visuals I created.
The concept behind the project was there but I felt unsatisfied of my graphic
identity. I felt like there was too much going on visually and not enough
organized. Too many shapes, too many colors, too much combinations, just too
much. As we been taught from day one, less is more. So it was time to get back
to the drawing board, not throwing away everything I did, but refining it.
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Vocabulary
Firstly, I went back to my touch-points.
I made new word associations that
would this time relate to graphics,
colors, textures...
This made me take the decision to
reduce my field of actions to only 3
instead of 5 previously.
The identity system would now work
for Nature, Sports & Infos / History.
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Shapes / Logo
Reducing my field of actions to 3 lead
me to reduce my triangular shapes to
3 too, Tempelhof typeface became a 3
letters acronym “THF” and only 3 hues
where needed then. This number 3 was
coming back again & again. The main
idea of space was still here too, and as
we know, space is 3 dimensional.
I decided then to apply this 3
dimensional concept to the logo,
working over and over with different
method, from analog to digital.
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After a long process, came up the idea
of applying a dimension to each of
the 3 fields. Nature is something that
grows, so it has a relation with height.
Infos include also the history of THF,
which has a relation to time and time is
linear, so we deal with width. When we
practice sports, we move in space, so
we deal with depth.
Combining the typographic elements
with the shapes into one logo was
again too much.
I left each on is own but still giving
them the same constraints. They
work independently but can still be
combined.
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Colors
What was left was to find a color pallet
that would work altogether, feel fresh
and playful, easily recognizable but still
keep this idea of nature and integrate
itself in the landscape in a camouflage
style.
I picked 3 main hues with 3 extra tints.
The 3 darker ones are used for the
shapes and other visual elements and
the lighter one is restricted to the
typographic elements.

p119-16 U

p132-8 U

p167-8 U

shapes
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types

Poster / Photography
To promote the launch of the
THF nation and his new identity,
I created a triptych poster sequence
that also set the rules for the photo
treatment.
Pictures related too sports needs to
have oblique lines in the composition,
Historical pictures needs to have linear
composition and nature pictures
vertical.
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Almost the end of the semester and soon the holidays. But first it was time for
the final presentation.
Having really enjoyed this project and it’s development, I was pretty much on
point schedule wise. It allowed me to spend more time on little details that
some might skip in the rush but at the end made also the difference.
This course and project was really exiting to me. Because first, I realized that
doing corporate identity gathers a wide range of aspect in design that I love
working with, from the early research stage to the expansion of the identity
system on diverse materials and media. Also working with a almost public park
gave me a social engagement and responsibility that satisfies me in my work.
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//Logo system
Depth

Width

INFO Width: upper
right point to the
left.
Height

Free distort tool Move anchor point only horizontaly
inside the distort frame. Lower left point is fixed.

SPORTS Depth:
upper left point
to the right.

//Colors & Shapes system
0°

45°

90°
NATURE Height:
lower point right
to the left

p132-8 U

p167-8 U

p119-16 U

Nature
Sports

Three triangles are used to help the user
in his way through the fields of the park.
Each triangular grouping is restricted to a
specified axis orientation.

Three hues in 4 different tints are added
to the color scheme to bring the idea of
“camouflage”. The lighter tint is used for
typographic content only.
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Info

//Typographic system

Stencil Frutiger Bold condensed uppercase use for
headlines, titles, main typographic elements.

This summer, THF Nation offers a variety
of workshops for nature lovers, sporty
minded, knowledge seekers, etc...
Find your own activity on our website:
www.thfnation.com
Frutiger Condensed lowercase use for second level
of typographic elements, bodytexts, subheadlines,
subtitles.

patterns for custom applications.
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//System application

The container “spot” is used as a
meeting point for communities to
exchange, relax, repair...

Containers for tools storage, bar, infos
about communities, etc..

Furnitures, sofas, benches, chairs, tool
racks, plant pots, etc... made from upcycled
materials such as pallets, tires, fabrics...
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Materials are made & shared between
members of the community, based on
trust & respect values.
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//Merchandising
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